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A Detailed Checklist For Steps on How to Build Strong Relationships with

Journalists:

#1. Find the Right Journalist for Your Industry

● Identify Relevant Publications:
● Research which publications are read by your target audience and

decision-makers in your industry.
● Create a list of these publications for further analysis.

● Research Journalists:
● Find journalists who write for these publications and have covered topics

relevant to your story.
● Use tools like LinkedIn, Twitter, and the publication's website to gather

information on their beats and interests.
● Create a Journalist Database:

● Compile contact information and notes on each journalist’s preferences and
past work.

● Regularly update this database to ensure it stays current.

#2. Network When Possible

● Attend Industry Events, Tradeshows, and Conferences:
● Identify upcoming events and check for attending journalists.
● Reach out to journalists a few weeks before the event to schedule meetings

or inform them about any announcements.
● Follow up with journalists post-event to maintain the connection.

● Join Journalist-specific Networking Groups:
● Look for groups or forums where journalists share what they are working on

and need insights.
● Participate actively, offering valuable perspectives and information.



● Take Advantage of In-person Travel:
● If visiting major cities, research local journalists who might be relevant.
● Schedule informal meet-ups, like coffee meetings, during your visits.
● Invite local journalists to relevant company events.

#3. Leverage Social Media

● Engage with Journalists on Social Media:
● Follow journalists on platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.
● Like, share, and comment on their posts to show your engagement with their

work.
● Thank journalists publicly for their coverage and insights.

● Share Your Own Content:
● Regularly post updates, insights, and news about your company on social

media.
● Tailor content to each platform (e.g., short updates on Twitter, detailed

posts on LinkedIn).
● Use relevant hashtags to increase visibility and join industry conversations.

#4. Do Your Research & Prepare

● Review Journalists' Previous Work:
● Read recent articles by the journalists you’re targeting to understand their

style and interests.
● Note any recurring themes or angles they prefer.

● Understand Their Preferences:
● Find out if they prefer phone calls, emails, or social media messages.
● Adapt your approach based on their preferences for better reception.

● Stay Updated:
● Follow journalists on social media to see their latest work and updates.
● Use this information to make your pitches more relevant and timely.

#5. Put Together a Compelling Story



● Create a Strong Narrative:
● Focus on the value your story brings to readers, not just on your company’s

achievements.
● Use storytelling techniques to make your pitch engaging and relatable.

● Tailor Your Pitch:
● Customize each pitch to match the journalist's interests and past work.
● Keep it concise and highlight the relevance of your story to their beat.

● Highlight Uniqueness:
● Communicate what makes your story stand out.
● Offer exclusive insights, data, or interviews to add value.

#6. Create an Attention-Grabbing Subject Line

● Craft a Clear and Concise Subject Line:
● Summarize the main point of your pitch in 5-7 words.
● Ensure it’s intriguing enough to prompt the journalist to open the email.

● Include Key Information:
● Mention any exclusive offers, interviews, or significant announcements.
● Make the subject line relevant to the journalist’s interests.

#7. Follow Up With Journalists

● Timing is Key:
● Wait at least three business days to a week before following up on an

unanswered pitch.
● Keep the follow-up message brief and to the point.

● Provide Additional Information:
● Include any new developments or additional insights in your follow-up.
● Reiterate the main points of your original pitch and why it’s relevant.

#8. Maintain Your Relationship

● Stay in Touch:



● Share relevant industry news, reports, or insights regularly with journalists
you’ve connected with.

● Keep the lines of communication open even when you don’t have a story to
pitch.

● Show Appreciation:
● Send thank-you notes after coverage or interviews.
● Acknowledge journalists' hard work and achievements, such as awards or

notable articles.
● Offer Advance Notice:

● Give journalists a heads-up on future announcements or events to help them
plan their coverage.

● Respect their deadlines and provide information promptly to support their
work.

By following this detailed checklist, you’ll be well on your way to building strong, lasting

relationships with journalists, leading to better media coverage and more effective PR

efforts.


